Adaptive learning control for finite interval tracking based on constructive function approximation and wavelet.
Using a constructive function approximation network, an adaptive learning control (ALC) approach is proposed for finite interval tracking problems. The constructive function approximation network consists of a set of bases, and the number of bases can evolve when learning repeats. The nature of the basis allows the continuous adaptive learning of parameters when the network undergoes any structural changes, and consequently offers the flexibility in tuning the network structure. The expandability of the bases guarantees precision of the function approximation and avoids the trial-and-error procedure in structure selection for any fixed structure network. Two classes of unknown nonlinear functions, namely, either global L(2) or local L(2) with a known bounding function, are taken into consideration. Using the Lyapunov method, the existence of solution and the convergence property of the proposed ALC system are discussed in a rigorous manner. By virtue of the celebrated orthonormal and multiresolution properties, wavelet network is used as the universal function approximator, with the weights tuned by the proposed adaptive learning mechanism.